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Adding a conservatory to your property is
the simplest way to create additional living
space.
This leaflet is here to help you when it
comes down to choosing your style of
conservatory, helping to make your dream
become a reality.

decorative trim

The products shown within this guide
are supplied by K2 Conservatories -

Enhance and personalise the

one of the UK’s largest suppliers of

internal look of your conservatory

advanced, fully sculptured PVCu and

by using decorative trims.

aluminium conservatory systems. K2’s
products, which are utilised by installers

The wide range of colours and

nationwide, meet BSI standards and are

styles allows maximum design

BBA accredited, widely recognised as the

flexibility.

construction industry’s benchmark.

gable
This increasingly popular design

If you’re looking for a conservatory that

enjoys an imposing front elevation,

takes your breath away every time you

delivering a feeling of height and

look at it, then this is definitely the style

space.

for you!

As a result, the Gable adds a real
sense of presence to any home even older, period properties.

celsius glass
Celsius is a range of high
performance glass engineered
and designed for conservatories.
The perfect addition to your
new room, allowing year round
use, offering increased solar
protection and heat insulation.

customise
your conservatory

bespoke
What if you want a conservatory design

Whether a particularly large span

that is unique to you? A style outside of

construction or a conservatory that is

those mentioned so far?

based on unusual dimensions due to the

victorian

nature of the site, simply ask your sales

The Victorian is one of the most

No problem.
We have the ability to produce totally

advisor, and if we can realise your dream…

popular conservatory styles.

we will.

These conservatories are generally

bespoke conservatories based on your

adorned with the traditional cresting

own particular needs and designs.

and finials. They are versatile both in
terms of size and practicality.
They will complement almost any
style of property and can be readily
adapted to suit whatever space is
available – whether a large garden or
a small patio area.

georgian

Typically Victorian conservatories have
a three or five facet bay.

The Georgian conservatory,
also known as the Edwardian,
is characterised by its square or
rectangular footprint.
This means they are incredibly space
efficient - allowing you to achieve the
increased furnishing options.

sunrooms

The Georgian conservatory isn’t just

Maybe you’re looking for something a

Sometimes referred to as a Mediterranean,

about function. It is a stylish choice

little less ornate. Perhaps you live in a

Lean-to or Studio room, this style enjoys

that will suit many contemporary

bungalow or a house with low eaves.

crisp, clean lines and has a truly modern

maximum possible floor area, with

homes with its clear, strong lines.
Often at its best with a brick dwarf
wall.

Either way, a Sunroom or low pitch
conservatory equates to the perfect
design solution.

feel.

